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Yoga-Darshana (To Grow into a Complete Person)

Where there synchronized mind and body with my Self, I.
In the modern era the human life has become very complex. It is more competitive, conflictive and
confusing. This ends up person becoming highly extrovert in life. It keeps mind always busy with the
external worldly affairs. Again, this is at the cost of personal happiness and health by neglecting oneself, I
the centre of the life. Even today’s education misses the teachings for self-management self-improvement
and self-esteem; known as value education.
Our ancient scriptures written by sages and seers gave this value education prime place in human pursuits.
A lifestyle that will help a human being grown into a complete person to deal with world by first learning
to deal with the self holistically. One such scriptural branch is known as Yoga-Darshana propounded by Sri
Muni Patanjali. This Yoga-Darshana is in the form of aphorism. There are 4 chapters called pAda. It is
designed intelligently as a complete package offering different types of the disciplines for all facets of an
individual. But at the same time it is not dealing with all with one stick. Every human being is a unique
person. This makes it is necessary to address each and every one as per their tendencies and the nature.
There are three types of the people who make slow, moderate and committed efforts. (m&du mXym

AitmaÇTvat! tt> Aip ivze;>,1,22) So Yoga-Darshana offers everyone an opportunity to develop into
the complete person. The complete person is one who is mature enough to first manage oneself well with
happy and cheerful mind and committed to the Dharma (the rights and wrongs). Then he or she acquires
the strength to face the world with any adversity or situation in one’s life. The Yoga-Darshana by Patanjali
known as Yoga-sutra (yaegsUÇ) there are five types of klesha-s, afflictions in the human life. They are

avidyA, asmitA, rAga, dveSa and abhinivesha. (P.Y.S. 2.3). (Aiv*a-AiSmta-rag-Öe;-Ai-inveza>Kleza>, 2.3)
Among these five the first one is the ignorance which is the root cause for all kinds of the pains, sorrow
and afflictions. So to get rid of the adversities in the life one needs to remove the cause ignorance. This
ignorance is not like the ignorance of any object because not knowing something may not create any
problem. The self is not totally unknown as one knows one “is” and one is “conscious being”. Therefore
not knowing the true nature of the self culminates into the wrong notion. These ignorance based notions
mean taking non-eternal as eternal, impure as pure, unhappiness as happiness and non-self as self. In
simple words it is wrong notion of the self. (AinTy-Azuic-du>o-AnaTmasu inTy-zuic-suo-AaTmOyait>

Aiv*a,2.5) Due to the wrong notion of the self there is an identification, oneness between the objects
such as body, senses, mind and intellect with the seer, knower. This is asmitA, the I-sense, identification.
(d&GdzRnzKtyae> @kaTmta @v AiSmta,2.6) Due to I-sense there is rAga, desire or likes for the objects in

which one sees the happiness (suoanuzyI rag>,2.7) and dveSa, hatred or dislikes for the objects in which
one sees the unhappiness. (du>oanuzyIÖe;>,2.8) The I-sense in this gross body creates the fear of death
called abhinivesha even for the enlightened ones. (Sv-rs-vahI ivdu;ae Aip twa AaêF> Ai-invez>,2.9)
Yoga-Darshana says that these five afflictive thoughts are to be abondened through meditation. (Xyanheya>
td!vÄ
& y>,2,11)
If we enquire into the prime goal of the human life, it is twofold pursuit: the permanent removal of the
pain and sorrow and gaining the limitless happiness (dukhasyaAtyantikanivRttiH and sukhasyaavAptiH).
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The PAtanjali Yoga-Sutra gives a logical and beautiful road map for the journey of life adapting to the
aptitude and qualification of every individual to reach the goal of peace and happiness with cheerful mind.
This journey of life is called ASTAng-Yoga. It offers the solutions at three levels to suite an individual’s
disposition, so one can reach the ultimate end called Kaivalya, onenss. Oneness with the whole is the YogaDarshana. Every facet of the personality has to be developed at certain level of the maturity so that next
milestone of the journey can be achieved. The maturity is to be ready to face any situation in the journey
of the life with calm, cheerful mind and using the discriminative intellect. The maturity implies not to lose
oneself in any situation. So it is very holistic and ultimate in lifestyle for most purposeful living.

Yoga-Darshana
(To Grow into Complete Person)
To grow into complete person by sameness of mind-body
In the modern era the life has become very complicated, competitive, conflictive and confusing, which has ended up
into too much extroversion life. It also keeps mind always busy with the external affairs. But it is very clear that one
cannot have happy and healthy life by neglecting oneself because you are the centre of the life. Not only that, but
today’s education is missing the teaching of self-management self-improvement and self-esteem, which is called
value education. Our ancient scriptures written by sages and seers are dedicated to this education and had
developed different types of the disciplinary life styles, which helps to be a complete person. One of them is known
as Yoga-Darshana propounded by Muni Patanjali. This Yoga-Darshana is in the form of aphorism. There are 4
chapters called pAda. This is a complete package offering different types of the discipline for all facets of an
individual. But at the same time it is not leading all with one stick. Every human being is a unique person and so it is
necessary to address each and every one as per their tendency and the nature so that one can develop into the
complete person. The complete person is one who is mature enough to manage oneself well with happy and
cheerful mind and committed to the Dharma, right and wrong. He or she also has strength to face any adversity or
situation in the life.
As given in Prashna-upaniSad clearly that due to almost equal pApa-puNya one gains human body. (Due to more
pApa one can ended up into lower birth such as tree, animals or birth in lower worlds. Due to prominentpuNya, one
can reach higher world such as deva, yaksha, gandharva, etc.) If for human beings pApa and puNya are almost equal
then in conducive situation there is bit of lose or …… and there is always a brighter side for any non-conducive
situation.
As per the Yoga-Darshana in PAtanjali Yoga-sutra there arefive types of klesha-s, afflictionsin the life. They are
avidyA, asmitA, rAga, dveSa and abhinivesha. (P.Y.S.2.3).(Aiv*a-AiSmta-rag-Öe;-Ai-inveza>Kleza>, 2,3)Among these
fivethe first oneis the ignorance which is the major cause for all kinds of the pains, sorrow and afflictions.So to get
rid of the adversities in the life one needs to remove the cause ignorance. This ignorance is not like the ignorance of
any object because not anything something may not create any problem. The self is not totally unknown for one
knows one “is” and one is “conscious being” therefore not knowing the true nature of the self culminates into the
wrong notion. Therefore the ignorance means taking non-eternal as eternal, impure as pure, unhappiness as
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happiness and non-self as self. In simple words it is wrong notion of the self. (AinTy-Azuic-du>o-AnaTmasuinTy-zuicsuo-AaTmOyait>Aiv*a,2,5)Due to the wrong notion there is an identification, oneness between the objects such as

body, senses, mind and intellect with the seer, knower. This is asmitA, theI-sense, identification. (d&GdzRnzKtyae>
@kaTmta @v AiSmta,2,6)Due to I-sense there are rAga, desire or likes for the objects in which one sees the

happiness(suoanuzyI rag> ,2,7)and dveSa, hatred or dislikes for the objects in which one sees the
unhappiness.(du>oanuzyIÖe;> ,2,8)The I-sense in this gross body creates the fear of death called abhinivesha even for
the enlightened ones.(SvrsvahIivdu;aeAiptwaAaêF> Ai-invez>,2,9)
Now if we enquire into the prime goal of the human life, it dukhasyaAtyantikanivRttiH and sukhasyaavAptiH that is
the removal of the pain and sorrow once in for all and gaining the limitless happiness. These PAtanjali Yoga-Sutra
has given beautiful road map for the journey of life as per the aptitude and qualification of an individual by which
one can reach the goal of peace and happiness with cheerful mind. This road map of journey of life is called ASTAngYoga. It has given three levels of the solution through which one can reach the ultimate end called Kaivalya, oneness
in Yoga-Darshana.Every facet of the personality has to be developed at certain level of the maturity so that next step
or stop of the journey can be achieved. The maturity is to be ready to face any situation in the journey of the life
with calm, cheerful mind and with discriminative intellect. The maturity is not to lose oneself in any situation.
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Thus PAtanjali-Yoga-Sutra gives us the life style to grow into a complete person.
1.

yaegVyaOya twa )lm! Definition of Yoga and its result
yaeg> icÄv&iÄinraex> , 1,2 tda Ôòu> Svêpe AvSwanm! , 1,3

Yoga is the restraining of the thoughts of the mind. 1.2
Then there is an abiding in the essential nature of the Seer, the consciousness. 1.3
Now there is a beginning of the teaching of the Yoga. (1.1). The thoughts of the mind absorbed into
the true nature of the self, nirodha is called Yoga. (1.2). As per the philosophy of the Yoga there are
5 types of the thought process. The first three are extroverts namely kSipta, mUDha and vikSipta.
They create obstacles for the meditation and smAdhi. While the last two are introvert namely ekAgra
and nirodha and they are very much conducive. Due to the rajoguNa when the thoughts are
constantly wondering in various objects of the world it is called kSipta, wondering thought process.
Due to the overwhelming effects of the tamoguNa there are inattentiveness, sleepy, dullness and
ignorance in the mind it is called mUDha. The third thought process is due to the increase in the
sattvaguNa called vikSipta, intermittently focused. It does get focused on the object of meditation
but could not stay for the length of the time because of the residual effect of the rajoguNa and
tamoguNa. But when there is an increase in the sattvaguNa due to the discrimination between eternal
and non-eternal (or self and non-self) and mind develops strong dispassion towards the external
objects which results into the long time of meditation. This type of the thought process is called
ekAgra, single pointed mind. After long time of the meditation mind is totally absorbed into the true
nature of the self, pure consciousness. When the mind is completely absorbed the thought process is
called Nirodha, absorption. That time mind is absorbed into the true nature of the Seer, pure
consaciousness. This is nirodha is Yoga. (1.2, 3)
2.

%ÄmAixkarI
A_yasvEraGya_yam! tiÚraex> ,1,12

There is restraining of that, i.e. of the five types of the thoughts by means of practice and
renunciation.
tÇ iSwtaE yTnae A_yas> , 1 13 s tu dI"RkalnErNtyRsTkarAaseivt> †F-Uim> , 1,14

The practice is the effort to attain to that steadiness of the mind. 1.13
And that the practice is of the firm state of mind, when endowed with an uninterrupted and true
devotional attitude for a length of the time. 1.14
†òanuïivkiv;yivt&:[Sy vzIkars<}a vEraGym! , 1,15 tTpr< pué;Oyate> gu[vEt&:{ym! , 1,16

Vairāgya or Renunciation is known as the act of subjugating the desire for objects seen or repeatedly
heard from the scriptures. 1.15
Indifference to the qualities of the nature because of a knowledge of Puruṣa, the self is called the
highest form of the renunciation. 1.16
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Now Muni Patanjali shows the means to attain the samAdhi, complete absorbtion into the true nature
of the self, pure consciousness for the Uttama Adhikari, fully qualified seeker. As a bird needs two
wings to fly so too there are two means called AbhyAsa, practice for the long time and VairAgya,
dispassion or renunciation. Both means are to be employed simultaneously. (1. 12) By knowing the
fatility, non-entity of the object of the desire and being the source of the pain one develops the
dispassion towards them. After having study the scripture through the listening to the teacher one
practices the meditation on the true nature of the self, pure consciousness. Thus Yogi, the seeker
makes enough required efforts for developing the capacity to be absorbed into the true nature of the
self, pure consciousness. But for such practice or absorption one needs to have faith, respect and
enthusiasm. In the same manner for the dispassion one needs to lead a life of Tapa - austerity, Yama
- control over one’s senses and Bhakti - worshipful life as a total surrender to the Lord. Thus as a
result of these means one devolop Para-Vairagya, the highest of the dispassion. This in turn results
into Vivek-vijNanam, the self-knowledge that is Purusha, the self is totally unattached from PrakRti,
the inert world. This knowledge or Kaivalyam, oneness releases the Yogi from the painful cycle of
birth and death called Mukti, liberation, here while living and here after.

3.

mXymAixkarI
ï˜avIyRSm&itsmaixà}apUvRk> #tre;am! , 1,20

However for those who tread the path of the conscious effort Nirbīja-samādhi, real Asamprajñātasamādhi is preceded by faith, vigor, recollection, full Absorption and true knowledge. 1.20
tp>SvaXyay $ñrài[xanain i³yayaeg> , 2,1

Austerity, Study of scriptures and Chanting of mantra and devotion to Lord are Kriyāyoga (is the
means for the SamAdhi.) 2.1
smaix-avnawR> KleztnUkr[awR> c , 2,2

Kriyāyoga should be practiced for attaining Samādhi or Perfect single pointedness and attenuating
the Kleśa-s. 2.2
Those who are Madhayam Adhikari, average seeker, Yogi, are not able to absorb into the true
nature of the self, pure consciousness through these two means. Muni Patanjali shows few more
special means besides these two. With the help of these means Yogi is able to practice the
DhAraNA, concentration, DhyAna meditation, and SamAdhi, complete absorption. 1. ShraddhA, the
status of the mind accepting the words of the Scriptures and the teachers for the Kaivalyam, oneness
of the self. 2. Along with the SraddhA Yogi needs the second means VIrya, enthusiasm, and
vigorous efforts called DhAraNA. Due to these the mind of the Yogi is relaxed and cheerful. Such
mind does not wonder and get back to oneself very smoothly. 3. SmRti means meditation. Whatever
scriptures is being learned from the teacher is meditated upon. The mind is totally free from the
wondering anxiety, restlessness and cheerful so it is freely dwell upon the nature of the self that is
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oneness. 4. samAdhi. Finally mind attains the samprajNA Samadhi due to the long time of practices
of meditation. These is called kriyAyoga. (1.20) There are few more steps to follow namely tapa –
austerity. Tapa is to bereaved body, senses and mind willingly from the object of desire. Through
this one gets the total control over body, etc so that they are conducive for the Samadhi. Then there
is a swAdhyAya in two forms, one to chant the veda-mantra , Gita, Vishnu-sahasrnAmaand also
chanting the mantra of the given diety. The second is to study the scripture to understand the tru
nature of the self. The last one is to have an attitude of the total surrender to the all-knowing and
almighty Lord. (because with the grace of the grace of the Lord one is able to perform action and
receive the result of the action. In short offering the action to the Lord and cheerfully accepting the
result of the action.) (2.1) with the help of these upAya, steps Yogi, seeker is able to attain the
Samadhi, oneness.

kin:QAixkarI
Yaaega¼anu:Qanad! Azui˜]ye }andIiÝ> AaivvekOyate> , 2,28

On the destruction of impurity through the practice of Yoga, the light of Knowledge is culminating
into the discriminative knowledge. 2.28
yminymasnàa[ayamàTyaharxar[aXyansmaxy> A:qaE A¼ain , 2,29

Yama- Restraints, Niyama- observances, Āsana- posture of the body, Prāṇāyāma, PratyāhāraWithdrawal of Senses, Dhāraṇā,- practice for concentration Dhyāna- meditation and Samādhi
absorbtion are the eight limbs of Yoga. (After this statement, Patañjali will describe each of them in
detail) 2.29
Now patanjali Muni is presenting very detailed upAya known as AStAng-yoga for the kaniStha
seeker for whom the above steps are not enough to meditate and to attain the samAdhi. Through
practice of these 8 limbs the yogi, seeker can get the ability by removing the impurities and
restlessness of the mind. Thus on e develop the mind the tendency to dwell upon the PuruSa, self.
The previous all upAyas are also included into these 8 steps. The first five are external means to
make the body, mind etc and personality favorable for nirvikalpa, nirbij SamAdhi. The last three are
the internal means to achieve vivek-vijNanam, discriminative knowledge of the self.
As the yogi gets established in to one means, it leads to the next step. And as one is comfortable for
the step the previous means becomes very natural for him. Yama brings harmony in the personality
and Niyama helps to have harmony in day to day life conducts with others and the world. When one
gets victory over Asana, it is easy to get stability of the PraNa, vital forces through PrANAyAma.
This leads one to have say over senses called DhArNA. DhArNA makes free from the external
disturbances so one eligible to meditate upon. And having long time practice of meditaion one
attains the samAdhi.
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4.

bihr¼ saxna ym>
Aih<sasTyASteyäücyRApir¢ha> yma>, 2,30

Non-injury or harmlessness, Veracity or truthfulness, Abstention from stealing, serving the teacher
and study scriptures from the teacher and Non-possession --abstinence from avariciousness,
covetousness are the five Yama-s or Restraints. 2.30
jaitdezkalsmyAnviCDÚa> savR-aEma> mhaìtm!, 2,31

Restraints turn into a great vow when they become universal and unrestricted by any consideration
of cast, place, time or customary duty 2.31
The Yama are mentioned first because they do not depend on any other NiyamAdi limbs for their
practice and success, whereas Niyama depends on the Yama. So too other limbs depends on the
successfully achieved previous limb for their success. 1. The first one is AhiMsA, non-hurting others
or oneself. While transacting in our life or performing one’s duties one needs to be careful for not
hurting anybody physically, by words or through thoughts. The real observance of non-hurting is to
take one’s own example or see that the Lord is residing in everybody’s heart and by hurting others
we are hurting the Lord. By desire, anger, delusion and negligence or carelessness one should not
even think of hurting anybody, should not speak the hurting words or in hurting tone and should not
hurt physically. This non-hurting is the basic and prime value, Yama without which there is no
success for other Yama or Niyama. 2. Satya. Whatever is seen, heard or experience is exactly
transformed to the other intellect or to create the same knowledge by the speech is called Satya,
truthfulness. But Satya, to speak truth is not an absolute value because it should not transgress the
value of non-hurting. Whatever one speaks should not hurt others or create any kind of disturbance
at the individual level or in the family, the society or the country. That means the words need to be
pleasant, useful, meaningful and purposeful for the listeners. It should also not create wrong
understanding, delusion in the mind of the listeners. (As it happened in the MahAbhArata war King
Yudhishthira conveyed that elephant Ashvatha is killed but the knowledge born in the mind of his
Guru DroNAchArya was his own son therefore what Yudhishthira spoke was not truth and as a
result his chariot was lowered by an inch. In the same manner if someone is being detected having
last stage cancer cannot be told immediately on his face directly. This truth is hurting so it is not
Satya.) 3. Asteya, Non-stealing. To grab others properties by transgressing the Dharma, wrong
means is called Steya, stealing. The mind which is free from longing and desire, by mind, speech or
body not grabbing others property is non-stealing. 4. Brahmacharya, there are three meaninga for
this value. (1). Restrict oneself from any kind of excess physical, by speech or mental enjoyments.
(2). To live in the Ashrama for studying the scripture by lisenting to the teacher and serve the teacher
as it is required. (3). The literal meaning is to dwell upon the Brahman, that is the fullness of the self
through listening, reflecting and contemplating and living the life conducive for these. 5. Aprigraha,
Destitution of possession. By seeing these five fault in the objects of enjoyment , that is efforts to
acquire, to protect, nature of diminution, increasing attachment and hurting while acquiring or
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enjoying, one should give up all kinds of possessions except those required for the livelihood. Also
while having necessary things one should not entertain the sense of ownership. (2.30)
There is another important thing about the performance of Yama. If the performance is not restricted
for particular group of the people like scholars, place such as temple or pilgrim place, time such as
auspicious day, full moon day and special occasions such as marriage, religious festivals, in short it
is universal then it called mahAvrata, the great religious vow or practice. (2.31)
5.

bihr¼saxna inym>
zaEcs<tae;tp>SvaXyay$ñrài[xanain inyma>, 2,32

Cleanliness and purities, Contentment, Austerity, Study and Recitation of Sacred Scriptures and
chanting mantra, and Devotion in the form of Surrender to the Lord are the five Niyama-s or
Observances. 2.32
ivtkRbaxne àitp]-avnm!, 2,33

On the inhibition of those Yama-s and Niyama-s by erroneous ways of thinking and feelings a Yogī
should cultivate opposites attitude. 2.33
ivtkaR> ih<sady> k&tkairtanumaeidta> lae-³aexmaehpUvRka> m&dumXymaixmaÇa> du>oa}ananNt)la> #it àitp]
-avnm!, 2,34

There are five Niyamas. 1. Shaucham means cleanliness, purity. There are two types of the purity.
One is external by water, mud, soap, etc having clean body, cloths, house. Due this external
cleanliness one can have healthy body-mind and very conducive and pleasant environment for
PratyAhAra, etc. The internal one is friendly nature towards the happy and equal one, compassion
towards the unhappy and younger one, delightful in virtuous and indifference towards the wicked
one. Through this attitude one can have cheerful, calm and undisturbed mind. By giving up the
desired action and performs one’s duty properly one can attain the purity. 2. Santosha, contentment.
As per once destiny body, family, house, money etc. one gains or have one should be content and
enjoy the life. One should not have the grid to achieve more by wrong means. 3. Tapa, austerity.
Without losing the cheerfulness of the mind and physical health one is able to endure the cold-hot,
hunger-thirst etc duals is called austerity. To live life with minimum enjoyment is also austerity. 4.
SvAdhyAya. To study the scripture under qualified teacher and chanting the mantra of one’s
personal God is SvAdhyAya. 5. Isvara-praNidhAnam – to have total surrender to the Lord. (Last
three are already discussed in 3rd page.) (2.32)
Whatever thoughts are against these Yama and Niyama are called vitarka. They distract the mind of
the seeker Yogi. Due to the pressure created by the like-dislikes mind becomes extravagance, insane
and it falls short in performance of the Yama and Niyama, which leads to the wrong action,
Adharma. One needs to devolop the opposite thoughts called Pratipaksha-Bhavana. By this opposite
thoughts one has to destroy the tendency for worng action od over enjoyments. (2.33) There are
three types of the opposite thoughts – one is enjoying too much by oneself or caused by others or
promoted or applauding by others. desire, anger and delusion – wrong value are the cause of these
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opposite thoughts. They are resulting into the infinite pain, frustration and ignorance. In the
beginning these opposite thoughts are very pleasant, intoxicating and attractive but its results are
never favorable in the life. There are one needs to established well in Yama and Niyama by opposite
thoughts. (2.34)
6.

bihr¼saxna Aasnm!
VyaOya> iSwr< suom! Aasnm!, 2,46

Definition - Posture should be firm and pleasant - agreeable, comfortable. 2.46
%pay> àyTnzEiwLy AnNtsmapiÄ_yam!,2,47

Means - By means of relaxation of effort, activities and absorption into the infinite, PramAtmA, the
Lord such Āsana or Posture is accomplished, perfected. 2.47
)lm!> ttae ÖNÖAni-"at>,2,48

Result - As a result of such posture there is capacity to endure the pairs of opposites. 2.48
External means – Asanam, Pasture of the Body.
The posture should be firmed but comfortable. While DhArNA, reflecting or meditating the posture
should by firmed, steady so the mind would not get perturbed and it should be comfortable so it does
not hurt the body. The scriptures talk about various postures but there are main four postures which
are useful for reflection, etc. They are SiddhAsana, PadmAsana, BhdrAsana and SvastikAsan. For
steady posture one should avoid the transactions with wicked people. The environment also should
be clean and pure, sacred and mind should be cheerful. One cannot meditate in standing, walking or
sleeping posture because it create the obstacles by distracting the mind or mind would go to sleep.
When one is able to sit in one posture for 3 hours without any pain or disturbance, it is called
Siddha-Asana, Asana-jaya accomplished posture. It takes at least three to four months of constant
practice to have accomplished posture. Without accomplished posture it is difficult to reflect or
meditate. (2.46) There are two means for posture. One is to have minimum efforts and second is to
concentrate on infinite space or the thousand mouth cobra called Anant-Shesha. (2.47) when one is
not disturbed by the duals such as cold-heat, hunger-thirst while sitting in the same posture for a
length of time it is called accomplished posture. There is no more Rajas or Tamas guNa in the mind,
the body is very light and there is no more laziness. It also results into the healthy body and cheerful
mind. (2.48)
7.

bihr¼saxna àa[ayam>
tiSmn! sit ñasàñasyae> gitivCDed> àa[ayam>,2,49

Once that Posture has been perfected, accomplished the meaningful calculative control of the flow of
inhalation and exhalation is PraNayAma. 2.49
tt> ]Iyteàkazavr[>,2,52
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Through that PraNayAma the veil over true knowledge is attenuated.
2.52xar[asu c yaeGyta mns>,2,53
Even due to the practice of PraNayAma mind would gain the fitness or aptitude for the dhāraṇā-s or
concentration. 2.53
After having accomplished posture, seeker Yogi tries meaningful calculative control as per the
Yoga-scriptures of the natural flow of inhalation and exhalation is called PrANAyAma. (2.49)
There are four types of the PrANAyAma namely PUraka, that is internal, Recaka that is external and
internal stopping that is Antara-kumbhaka and external stopping that is BAhya-kumbhaka. The
PUraka is the inhalation of the external air as per the instruction of the scripture. The Recaka is the
exahalation of the external air as per the instruction of the scripture. After pUraka when the air is
stopped inside it is called Antara-kumbhaka and after Recaka when the air is stopped outside it is
called Bahya-kumbhaka. The PrANAyAma is done as per the calculative space, time and the
number. During the PrANAyAma the Asana has to be accomplished otherwise it can cause the
illness of the body. By practice it becomes the long and subtle. (2.50) Such a long time practice of
the PrANAyAma cleans the physical body and removes the impurities of the mind. It prepares the
seeker, Yogi for the next limb, PratyAhAra. The intermediate result of the PrANAyAma that it
attenuate the veil of discriminative knowledge. (2.52) Another result is that it makes seeker Yogi
qualified for the DhAraNA, that is reflection or concentration practice due to the steady and pure
mind. (2.53) besides these there are few more benfits of PrANAyAma. It cleans the blood, cheerful
face, shining eyes, lightness of the body, health, well lit digestive fire, reduces the greediness or lust
of the senses, charming or delightful speech, etc.

8.

bihr¼saxna àTyahar>
Sviv;yAsMàyaege icÄSvêpanukar> #v #iNÔya[a< àTyahar>, 2,54

Definition - When five sense organs and five senses of action are being disconnected/separated from
their corresponding objects and the senses are absorbed in the essential nature of the mind is the
Withdrawal of Senses. 2.54
tt> prmavZyta #iNÔya[am!,2,55

Result - Due to the practice of the Pratyāhāra or Withdrawal of senses the highest form of mastery or
control over senses is accomplished. 2.55
Because of the long time practice of PrANyAma, the senses and mind are purified. Once they are
purified, they are separated from their objects and the mind is absorbed in the essential nature of the
mind that is pure consciousness. By nature senses are very strong and subjugating therefore they are
extrovert and always run after the sense objects and distract the mind. To disconnect or separate the
senses from their corresponding objects is called PratyAhAra, withdrawal of the senses. (In Gita also
Bhagvan says that the senses churn the mind and rob, abduct into the external world, as wind moves
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away the boat in the water. 2.) When mind is being absorbed the senses follow the mind and get
absorbed too. (2.54) The result of the withdrawal is that when the PratyAhAra, withdrawal of the
senses is accomplished there is Idriya-jaya, the total victory over the senses. There are three steps of
Idriya-jaya talked about by different sages. Though senses have a longing for the objects still one
does not allow it to transgress the Dharma, to overrule the injunction of the scriptures, it is called
Idriya-jaya. Then while enjoying the desired objects it is independent enough and does not come
under the power of the objects, it is called Idriya-jaya. And lastly without having a say over of the
likes-dislikes, the senses are enjoying the objects, it is called Idriya-jaya. Still this Idriya-jaya is of
aparama, lower category because parama-jaya, the highest one is achieved when mind is absorbed in
the meditation because without any effort the senses are absorbed. This is called parama-vashyatA,
the highest form of mastery. (2.55)
9.

ANtr¼saxna xar[a
dezinbNx> icÄSy xar[a,3,1

To absorb the mind on one place, object or point (outside body such as sun, moon, any object or any
form of the Lord OR within the body such as nabhi-chakra or hRdaya-kamala) is the
Concentration.3.1
Now when mind is purified by the attitude of friendship, compassion, etc (1.33), the saMskAra, the
mental impressions are almost nullified (2.28-34), there is a reduction of rajoguNa-tamoguNa by
victory of Asana (2.46-48), the unsteadiness or transitory nature of the mind is being under control
through prANyAma (2.49-53) and by the practice of pratyAhAra, the highest form of victory over
senses is gained the seeker Yogi can sit on clean Asana in pure, sacred and solitary place with steady
and pure mind. Having ShraddhA in the teaching of the scripture by Teacher one can practice the
DhAraNA of the mind. DhAraNA means to absorbed mind in one place. (3.1) There are three types
of the place of concentration. 1. Outside objects such as ocean, space, branch of the tree, on the sun,
the moon, the five elements, etc. and on the form of Lord Ganesha, Lord Vishnu, Lord Maheshvara,
etc. 2. Then there are subtle places such as total physical body, VirAt, total mind, HirNyagarbha, etc.
3. Within the physical body between the eyebrows, in the navel, in the lotus of the heart, on the
throat, eyes, etc. DhAraNA starts with the help of external sthUla, physical objects and then slowly it
turns towards the subtle objects and finally it ends up into very subtle objects such as VirAta, total
physical body or Universe, HirNyagarbha, Total subtle body or mind, etc.
During the practice of the DhAraNA there is an attempt to avoid or remove the VijAtIya-vRtti,
dissimilar thoughts and concentrating on the SajAtIya-vRtti, similar thoughts of the objects of the
DhAraNA. The minimum length of time for DhAraNA is twelve PrANAyama. The seeker Yogi can
concentrate on the above places or on nature of the self. This is the minimum time for DhAraNA and
seeker Yogi should try to practice more and more time for at least four months at the same time of
the day and place. Through this long time practice of DhAraNA one can perfect or accomplished the
DhAraNA.
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10. ANtr¼saxna Xyanm!
tÇ àTyy@ktanta Xyanm! 3,2

The continuous flow of similar thought in one place, object or point is Meditation.3.2
ywa Ai-mtXyanad! va,1,39

Or one can gain the concentration by meditating on the desired object (object of interest) or on ISTadevatA, one’s own personal God, such as Rama or KRSNa.
After DhAraNA-siddhi, perfection or accomplishment of DhAraNA, when the flow of the thoughts
is constantly flowing uninterrupted on the object of the DhAraNA for twelve DhAraNA time it is
called DhyAna, meditation. During the meditation there are no VijAtIya-vRtti, dissimilar thoughts at
all. There is only uninterrupted constant flow of SajAtIya-vRtti, similar thoughts in the meditation.
Thus without any longing of the outside objects the mind is totally single pointed on the nature of the
self, PuruSa, pure consciousness. The minimum time of meditation is twelve DhAraNA. The seeker
Yogi should try to practice more and more time for meditation. (3.2)There are two types of the
meditations – namely SaguNa, with form and attributes such as personal god, the Sun, the moon,
Lord Rama, Lord KRSNa, etc and NirguNa, without form and attributes, such as the true nature of
the self, PuruSa pure consciousness, Para-Brahman, etc. The second one is done with the
understanding of oneness. (1.39). The practice of the meditation should be done in accordance with
the teaching of the Scriptures, with reverence and for length of time without any interruption. Thus
the meditation is being accomplished. During meditation there is no PratIti, awareness of the dhAtA,
meditator and DhyAnam, action of meditation. The mind is totally absorbed into Dhyeya, the object
of meditation. This perfection of the meditation takes place after few months of practice.
11. ANtr¼saxna smaix> VyaOya
sbIj smaix
tdevAwRmaÇin-aRs< SvêpzUNym! #v smaix>,3,3

When in the meditation there is only an object of meditation shines forth and there is an absence of
the mind that is mind is totally absorbed is called SamAdhi, Perfect Concentration.3.3
@tya @v sivcara inivRcara c sUúmiv;ya VyaOyata,2.44

By means of this previous SamAdhi explanation Savicārā and Nirvicārā SamAdhi, whose objects are
subtle, are also explained. 2.44
ta

@v

sbIj>

smaix>,1,46

All these four types of the SamAdhi-s are called SabIja

SamAdhi.2.46ÇymNtr¼pUveR_y>,3,7
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The triad (of Dhāraṇā, Dhyāna and Samādhi)(trayam)(are more) internal (practices)(antaraṇgam) than
the previous ones --i.e. Yama, Niyama, Āsana, Prāṇāyāma and Pratyāhāra-- (pūrvebhyaṇ)(within the
framework of Samprajñātayoga)||7||
tdipbihr¼< inbIRjSy,3.8

(In turn,) that very triad (tad api) is external (vahiraṇgam) in respect of Nirvīja or seedless concentration-i.e. Asamprajñātayoga-- (nirvījasya)||8||
inbIRj smaix
tSy Aip inraexe svRinraexat! inbIRj> smaix>,1,51

On the cessation of all that also i.e. of the latent impression born of the aforesaid Prajñā too, there is
Nirbījasamādhi which is objectless SamAdhi i.e. no object or "bīja" is utilized as a support for one's
own mind to become one-pointed.1.51
In this manner when there is only Dhyeya-viSaya, the object of the concentration in being focused,
even “I am meditating” such thought is also does not arise that time the meditation is get converted
into the SamAdhi, total absorption into the self. The minimum time of SamAdhi is twelve DhyAna
or twelve days. The perfection (paripAka) of the meditation is called SamAdhi. The seeker Yogi
should try to practice more and more time for SamAdhi. Though during the practice of SamAdhi
there is DhyAna-vRtti, a thought of DhyAna, still the seeker Yogi is not aware about it, he is not
giving attention to it. His mind is totally absorbed into the true nature of the self. This is called
SamAdhi. (1. When the mind is still with the residue of the VijAtIya-vRtti, dissimilar thoughts it is
called DhAraNA. 2. When there is only SajAtIya-vRtti, similar thoughts with the DhyAtAmeditator, DhyAna, act of meditation and Dhyeya, object of meditaion it is called DhyAna. And 3.
When only the Dhyeya, the object of meditation is remained it is called SamAdhi.) (3.2) when the
seeker Yogi is able to get completely absorbed into the true nature of PuruSa, the self and he is
totally established into the PuruSa the SamAdhi is called SamprajNAta-yoga or SabIja- SamAdhi.
(1.42-46) 5. After having enough long time of SamprajNAta-SamAdhi the seeker Yogi develop
Para-vairAgya, the highest form of dispassion and even there is Dhyeya-viSaya-sphUraNa-nivRitti,
a desistance of the awareness of the object of meditation it is called AsamprjNAta-yoga or NirbIjaSamAdhi. (1.51) Though the last three limbs are called Antaranga, internal practice with respect to
the first five Yama, etc, still from the stand point of the NirbIja- SamAdhi these three are also
external practice. (3.8, 9)
12. smaix> %pay
smaixisi˜> $ñrài[xanat!, 1,45 $ñrài[xanat! Vaa, 1,23

Or else one can achieve Nirbījasamādhi through profound devotion in the form of surrender to the
Lord, Īśvara. 1.23, 2.45
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ivramàTyyA_yaspUvR> s<Skarze;zUNy>,1,18

Preceded by the practice of stopping the mental activities through the natural fruit of the highest
form of Vairāgya or Renunciation, but it still contains a residue of latent impressions. 1.18
13. smaix> AvSwa
td-avat! s<yaega-av> han< td!†ze> kEvLym!, 2,25

When there is absence of union or alliance of the seer and seen which is arising from the absence of
the ignorance there is a destruction of the cycle of birth-death that is the Kaivalya, oneness for the
seer, the pure consciousness. 2.25
svawRta@eka¢tyae> ]yaedyaE icÄSy smaixpir[am>,3,11

Diminution of attention to all the thoughts of objects and the emergence, development of onepointedness into the nature of the self is the result of Samādhi of mind. 3.11
][tT³myae> s<ymad! ivvekj< }anm!,3,52

Through the control or having command on the moment and its sequence or succession a knowledge
which arises from that discernment or discrimination is acquired. 3.52
14. smaix> )lm!–
inivRcarvEzar*e AXyaTmàsad>,1,47

On getting skill or proficiency in Nirvicāra-samādhi also known as Nirvicārā Samāpatti, there is
cheerfulness or purity in the mind and Intellect. 1.47
tark< svRiv;y< svRwaiv;ym³m< ceit ivvekj< }anm!,3,54

Knowledge which arises due to discernment or discrimination is one which helps to cross the cycle of
birth-death, comprehensive of all objects, appearing at all times (knowing the objects in all manners) and
without sequence. 3.54
sÅvpué;yae> zui˜saMye kEvLym!,3,55

When Buddhi sattvic Buddhi (sAttvika) and Puruṣa (pure consciousness) equally pure there is a oneness.
3.55
tdasvaRvr[mlapetSy }anSy AnNyat! }eymLpm!,4,31

Then, due to the infinity of knowledge of oneness which is free from all veiling and impurities, objects of
knowledge appear to be finite. 4.31
tt> k&tawaRna< pir[am³msmaiÝ> gu[anam!, 4,32
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After that (removal of the ignorance, veiling) those who have accomplished their all purposes there is
cessation of the mutative sequence of those very guNA-s that is gaining new body or the cycle of birthdeath. 4.32
pué;awRzUNyana< gu[ana< àitàsv> kEvLy< Svêpàit:Qa va icitz−e> #it,4.34

And then for such wise men there are no more duties or accomplishments left out, (no further
purpose to fulfill) and all guNA-s would return to their cause that is they resolve into their cause so
the seer gains oneness or seer has established into one’s own nature that is pure consciousness. 4.34

On getting skill or perfection in the NirvicAra-samAdhi, seedless absorption also known as Nirvicārā
Samāpatti, there is cheerfulness or purity in the mind and Intellect. (1.47) The Knowledge which arises
due to discernment or discrimination is one which helps to cross the cycle of birth-death, comprehensive
of all objects, appearing at all times (knowing the objects in all manners) and without sequence. That is
Yogi is Jivan-mukta, while living he is free and after leaving this body he gains Videha-mukti, freedom
from the cycle of birth-death. (3.54) When Buddhi sattvic Buddhi (sAttvika) and Puruṣa (pure
consciousness) equally pure there is a oneness. (3.55) Then, due to the infinity of knowledge of oneness
which is free from all veiling and impurities, objects of knowledge appear to be finite. 4.31After that
(removal of the ignorance, veiling) those who have accomplished their all purposes there is cessation of
the mutative sequence of those very guNA-s that is gaining new body or the cycle of birth-death. (4.32)
And then for such wise men there are no more duties or accomplishments left out, (no further purpose to
fulfill) and all guNA-s would return to their cause that is they resolve into their cause so the seer gains
oneness or seer has established into one’s own nature that is pure consciousness. (4.34)

